
 

In this blog post you can read about the Item.pak Aion 3.7, a feature implemented in the Aion version 3.7 update for The Avengers Online MMORPG by NCsoft. This type of item allows players to have a theme and have their character wear it as well as use it to interact with other players in the game world. The Item.pak allows you to have a theme and have your character wear it as well as use it to
interact with other players in the game world. It can be equipped by using the Combine menu in the inventory space, which is opened by pressing “Q”. The feature consists of different types of themes that can be worn by the character when equipped from the wardrobe in the Character menu. This way, each player can have their own theme that they can wear when they want or change them at will,
mixing and matching various combinations to create a unique look. Now, with the help of this new feature, you can make your character more unique, with personal touches that make it stand out from the rest. Besides all this, it is worth mentioning that during the Spring event these new themes will be used for rewards. The Spring 2011 event begins on March 24th and lasts until April 6th. 

The Item.pak consists of two different types of themes: costumes and weapons. 

The costume theme is equipped by pressing “W” when in Character Menu or in Equipment menu when you are in game world. You can use different variations or versions of costumes including items similar to them to create a unique look for your character in game world.  

The weapon theme is equipped by pressing “W” when in Character Menu or in Equipment menu when you are in game world. You can use different variations or versions of outfits including items similar to them to create a unique look for your character in game world. 

You can get these themes by purchase them from the Item Mall or obtaining some of them during the Spring event that starts on March 24th 2011 until April 6th 2011. The cost of both costumes and weapons vary between 50 Aion Coins, 75 Aion Coins, 100 Aion Coins and 150 Aion Coins depending on their type. You can also use the Item.pak to do some fun interactions with other players of the
game or just your friends, NPCs or even enemies of different factions. 

The Item.pak will be available for you to use on March 24th 2011 when the Spring Update of Aion is implemented by NCsoft. Besides this, there are many other new features that you will be able to experience in The Avengers online MMORPG, such as a new instance dungeon, a new continent to explore and much more! For more information related to this feature you can visit these official pages:
http://na.aiononline.

628eeb4e9f3283 
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